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The first ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of a Gd�III�-based contrast agent in explicit
aqueous solution at ambient conditions as used in the actual magnetic resonance imaging of human
bodies is presented. The description of the structure of this chelate complex is considerably
improved with respect to typical force fields and ab initio calculations in continuum solvent models
if the open 4f shell of Gd is included explicitly. The solvation-shell structure is revealed to be
anionic and includes a rather short hydrogen bond donated by the hydroxypropyl arm. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2736369�

Magnetic resonance imaging �MRI� is a modern nonin-
vasive diagnostic technique commonly used by oncologists
to detect brain tumors. Contrast agents �CAs� are often used
to enhance the image contrast but they still suffer from low
relaxation enhancements; hence high doses of about
0.1 mmol/kg body weight are required. Clinically approved
CAs are prevalently gadolinium�III� chelates1–3 since Gd3+ is
highly paramagnetic in view of its seven unpaired 4f elec-
trons and has a rather slow electronic relaxation. However,
this ion must not be released in the body as such because of
its high toxicity so that a biocompatible complexation cage is
required. In addition, the chelating ligands must yield a
higher affinity for Gd�III� in comparison with other metals
commonly present in the human body such as Zn�II�, Ca�II�,
or Cu�II�.

Here, we present the first ab initio molecular dynamics
simulation of one of the commercially available4 CAs in am-
bient water, namely, Gd�HP-DO3A� where HP-DO3A
stands for 1,4,7-tris�carboxymethyl�-10-�2�-hydroxypropyl�-
1,4,7,10-tetra-azacyclododecane �see Fig. 1 and Ref. 5�. Our
primary aims are to assess the quality of electronic-structure-
based simulations in comparison with experiment, force-
field-based approaches, and static ab initio calculations, in
addition to obtaining reliable insights into the interface be-
tween the Gd cage and solvation water, while the long-term
goal is to understand the relaxation mechanism.

Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics6,7 based on the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof �PBE� functional was performed
with an in-house modification of the CPMD code7,8 which
allows for an explicit �spin unrestricted/open-shell� treatment
of the 4f electrons using a �1s2–4d10� Gd ultrasoft
pseudopotential9 with a plane wave cutoff of only 30 Ry in
conjunction with a nonlinear core correction;10 see Ref. 11
for a recent ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of a
single Gd3+ ion in water where the 4f electrons were kept in

the core instead. Using our approach, previous PBE
calculations12 have established that structures and energies of
microsolvated Gd complexes are obtained with a high accu-
racy if and only if the 4f electrons are part of the valence
space, whereas their pseudization leads to errors of �
+0.1 Å and +10–30 kcal/mol for Gd–O distances and sol-
vation energies, e.g., for �Gd�H2O��3+. Concurrently, similar
conclusions were drawn for lanthanide complexes13 regard-
ing the at least indirect participation of the f electrons in
bonding. It is noted in passing that the ultrasoft pseudopo-
tentials employed for O and H provide an excellent descrip-
tion of hydrogen bonding in aqueous systems within the
limitations of the functional used.14,15 In ab initio molecular
dynamics simulation, periodic boundary conditions were ap-
plied on an �15.4 Å cubic box containing one Gd�HP-
DO3A� complex solvated by 99 water molecules; the system
is charge neutral in view of one Gd3+ and three carboxylate
groups. Nosé-Hoover chain thermostats on nuclei �at 300 K�
and electrons ensured adiabatic sampling.7,16

In solution the majority conformer of the octadentate
Gd�HP-DO3A� chelate adopts the structure of a square anti-
prism, as depicted in Fig. 1. The central Gd is kept in be-
tween two square planes formed by four nitrogens �blue
balls� and four oxygens �red balls�, where the oxygen of the
flexible hydroxypropyl arm breaks the symmetry in the oxy-
gen hemisphere unlike in Gd�DOTA� with four carboxylates
instead. In addition, there is an empty coordination site for a
capping water molecule at the pole of the oxygen hemisphere
which is known to experience fast exchange.17 Extensive
preequilibration was performed using the GROMACS �Refs.
18 and 19� force field together with standard atomic
charges20 and Lennard-Jones parameters.21 This was fol-
lowed by a 1.5 ps relaxation period22 using Car-Parrinello
dynamics before computing averages for another 1.6 ps for
this system of 355 atoms and 969 valence electrons including
seven unpaired 4f electrons.a�Fax: �33�169-081-213; Electronic mail: rodolphe.pollet@cea.fr
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The resulting time-averaged structure characterizing the
Gd environment �see Table I� is in excellent agreement with
crystallographic data23,24 and similar accord is obtained for
the dihedrals �not shown�. Concerning the overall structure,
the chelating nitrogen and oxygen square planes are found to
be essentially parallel �average angle �177°� and rotated by
�35° relative to each other. Previous theoretical
investigations20,25–27 on similar complexes already concluded
that solid-state and solution structures are quite similar, but
force field simulations produce Gd–O distances that are sys-
tematically too long by �5%, whereas the Gd–N distances
are 2%–4% too short,20 if they were not restrained from the
outset.25,26 Using ab initio molecular dynamics simulation
the quantitative agreement is much more satisfactory with
errors of at most 2%; note that this agreement is expected to
deteriorate significantly when including the 4f electrons in
the pseudopotential core.12 Furthermore, the Gd binding site
is not at all rigid which results in large root-mean-square
fluctuations of the Gd–X coordination contacts �see Table I�.

Importantly, an accurate description of the local structure
around the solvated Gd core is mandatory since it is known
to be intimately related to the relaxation process.28 Accord-
ing to the Solomon-Bloembergen-Morgan theory the relax-
ation rate is governed by a dipole-dipole interaction between
the nuclear and electronic spin magnetic moments both as-
sumed to be point dipoles. Thus, the relaxation enhancement
required in MRI to improve the image contrast decays like
1/r6, where r is the distance between the unpaired electron

spin at Gd and a proton in its solvation shell. A decrease of
about 0.2 Å results into a 50% increase in relaxivity1 which
is about the order of magnitude of the change that is intro-
duced, as we showed, when the 4f electrons are treated ex-
plicitly and not included into the inert pseudopotential core.

Having established the quality of our simulation ap-
proach, the next step consists in the investigation of solva-
tion effects. They obviously act differently on the “hydro-
philic” �oxygen hemisphere� and “hydrophobic”
�macrocycle� faces of the chelate. As a result, the chelating
cage is asymmetrically deformed in solution such that the
distance between Gd and the oxygen �nitrogen� plane is sig-
nificantly increased �decreased� with respect to the crystal
�see Table I�. This inhomogeneous solvation is difficult to
reproduce using static ab initio calculations of the complex
in continuum solvents27 unless it is supplemented by explicit
hydrogen bond �HB� interactions.29 Notably, a rather short
HB is donated by the hydroxyl group, shaded in Fig. 1�b�,
with an average O–O distance of only �2.67 Å and fluctua-
tions down to even 2.33 Å. For such distances, the onset of
proton transfer to the attached water molecule can be ob-
served. Furthermore, this particular water molecule features
a greatly distorted intramolecular bending angle of about
110° in the average in comparison with �105° for all other
water molecules. In comparison with the carboxylate sites,
see below, this hydroxypropyl arm is very dynamical, which
results for the Gd–OH and Gd–N4 distances into the largest
root-mean-square fluctuations �see Table I�. With respect to
the relaxivity enhancement of Gd�HP-DO3A�, the attach-
ment of a water molecule to this hydroxyl group would un-
doubtedly provide a second-sphere mechanism, akin to
�Gd�DOTP��5− where its four phosphonate groups are
strongly hydrogen bonded to solvent molecules.2

Most interestingly, each of those three carboxylate oxy-
gens that are coordinated with Gd preferentially accepts one
HB from a close by water molecule. Together with the water
molecule bound to the hydroxyl arm, this constitutes the first
water shell around the Gd ion beyond the chelate sphere.
Typically, at least two out of these three water molecules are
themselves linked by additional HBs forming so-called
“daisy chains” in an ordered donor-acceptor arrangement.
Occasionally these bound water molecules get caught in a
network, as depicted in Fig. 1�b�, which, together with two
additional HBs with water molecules in Gd’s second water

TABLE I. Selected average distances and their root-mean-square fluctua-
tions �in parenthesis� in Å of Gd�HP-DO3A� in ambient water �see text�.

This work Expt.a,b

d�Gd–O1� 2.41 �0.08� 2.38
d�Gd–O3� 2.33 �0.07� 2.34
d�Gd–O2� 2.33 �0.07� 2.32
d�Gd–OH� 2.45 �0.09� 2.40
d�Gd–N1� 2.67 �0.09� 2.65
d�Gd–N3� 2.63 �0.07� 2.64
d�Gd–N2� 2.69 �0.08� 2.65
d�Gd–N4� 2.66 �0.10� 2.65
d�Gd–O plane� 0.97 �0.08� 0.75
d�Gd–N plane� 1.56 �0.06� 1.61

aReference 23.
bReference 24.

FIG. 1. �Color� Structure of Gd�HP-DO3A�: �a� sche-
matic representation and atom numbering and �b� typi-
cal snapshot configuration in solution depicting only the
four tightly bound water molecules out of 99.
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shell �not shown�, leads to a locally tetrahedral arrangement
with two accepted and two donated HBs similar to bulk wa-
ter. The hydroxyl-bound water molecule, however, is not in-
volved in hydrogen bonding with respect to the three
carboxyl-bound water molecules. This implies that the four
closest solvation water molecules do not establish a typical
cationic solvation sphere around Gd3+ but an anionic ar-
rangement with respect to the carboxylates and hydroxypro-
pyl. It is expected that this peculiar HB topology, in conjunc-
tion with the flexible hydroxyl arm, will impact on the
mechanism that leads to the efficient relaxation enhancement
in MRI observed for Gd�HP-DO3A�.

In conclusion, we have first of all demonstrated that ab
initio molecular dynamics simulation of Gd-based contrast
agents in explicit aqueous solution, as used in real-life MRI,
is feasible. Second, the structural parameters are shown to be
improved with respect to typical force fields and ab initio
calculations using implicit solvent models if the open 4f
shell is explicitly included, which is crucial in view of the
strong distance dependence of the dipolar image contrast en-
hancement mechanism. Third, an anionic solvation structure
is found at the mouth of the Gd3+ gorge, including a very
unusual hydrogen bond donated by the hydroxypropyl arm.
Last but not the least, by taking into account the electronic
structure explicitly, this simulation opens the pathway for the
investigation of chemical events that lead to proton exchange
phenomena.
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